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0. INTRODUCTION 
0.1. The following theorem is due to Carleson and others. 
THEOREM 0.1. Let 2 = {zj} be a sequence of complex numbers in the 
unit disk. The following are equivalent. 
(1) For every bounded sequence {wj> of complex numbers, there is a 
function f(z), bounded and analytic in j z 1 < 1, and satisfying 
f (~j) = Wj ) j = 1, 2,... . 
(2) There is a 6 = S(2) > 0 such that 
k = 1,2 )... 
In case (I) and hence (2) holds, there exists a real number GV such that (1) 
holds with f (z) satisfying 
If ~(2) denotes the smaZZest such +z, we have ~(2) < 2SM5(1 - 2 log 6). 
See [12] for a bibliography and a proof. A sequence 2 = (zj} 
satisfying Theorem 0.1 will be called an interpolating sequence. 
Let 
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be a Blaschke product. Let H2 denote the subspace of L2 = L2(0, 2~) 
of functions f(&) with Fourier series f(&) - CnaO a,einm. Let fJ-P 
denote the subspace of all H2 functions of the form iox, x E H2 (i.e., 
all H2 functions vanishing at z1 , x2 ,...). Th’ is a p p er concerns various 
properties of the subspace K = H2 @foH2, under the assumption 
that the zeros (+} of f0 form an interpolating sequence. Specifically. 
we shall study Hankel matrices, with kernel functions in K, and 
projections of Toeplitz matrices onto K (definitions below). The 
results are stated in Sections 1 .I, 1.2 and 1.4 and the corresponding 
proofs given in Sections 2 and 3. 
0.2. Before proceeding to the statements of our theorems, we fix 
some notation. 
Let 9 denote the “projection” of L1 onto H2 defined by 
9 CDOmfneinm = ZiLf, ein@, whenever CT / fm I2 < co. Forf(ei*) E H2 
and f0 an inner function, (i.e., f0 E H2 and 1 f0 1 = 1, pp.) let 
&’ = X(eivJof) d enote the operator on H2 defined by Zx(eiq) = 
r(e+), where r(ei*) = eiq(Y - 9)J& (i.e., % has domain D(Z) = 
(x: the corresponding y E H2)). For F(eiq) eL2, let 9- = Y(F) denote 
the operator .Yx = 9’Fx (with domain D(Y) = {x: 9Fx E H2}). The 
matrices of A? and Y with respect to {e+} are, respectively, a Hankel 
and a Toeplitz matrix. We will thus refer to Z and Y as Hankel and 
Toeplitz matrices. 
For f0 an inner function Y#‘) denotes 9”(F)PK, where 4dK is 
the orthogonal projection on K. (This notation differs from that of [3], 
where 9x(f), f E H2 denotes Pfl(Re f) PK .) PK will occasionally 
denote the projection from L2 to K, but this should cause no confusion. 
If X is a Hilbert space, B(X) and C(X) will denote the classes of 
bounded and completely continuous operators on X. Similarly, c,(X) 
denotes the class of operators Y in C(X) such that the eigenvalues of 
(Yr*)lj2 are pth power summable. Furthermore, B, C, and cP will 
denote B(X), C(X), and c,(X) with X = Hz. 
We remark that if f. is a Blaschke product with zeros {z~}, then 
Z(eivJ) = A?(ei+“,,g) if and only if f (zi) = g(z&, j = 1, 2,... . This 
fact will be central to our investigation. 
If r is an operator on X, sp Y, pt sp 9 and I\ 3 (( will denote the 
spectrum, point spectrum and norm of Y. 11 Y lie will denote the 
essential norm of (rY*)ij2 (cf. [I, Section 11). This definition of 
11 Y lie agrees with the one given in [l] if Y is self-adjoint, which was 
the important case there. For non self-adjoint operators, the present 
definition has the advantage that, for example, Y is compact if and 
only if [I Y 11, = 0. 
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Throughout, @(l < p < co) will denote the usual sequence 
spaces, with norms (/ $, . &m will denote the subspace of P of sequen- 
ces tending to 0. 
1. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
1 .l. In this section we state our results about Hankel matrices. 
In Theorems 1.1 to 1.4 below, fO(x) is a Blaschke product whose 
zeros {xi} form an interpolating sequence. 
THEOREM 1.1. &(eiwfof) E B o {f(zj)} E P in which case 
SUP If( d ll~(~i%f)ll G @3 SUP If(% 
j i 
THEOREM 1.2. Let F = [A?(&$& S(ei$0j)*]1/2. Let h, 2 A, > --- 
be an enumeration of the upper part of sp .F (cf. [l, Section 11). Then 
(1) 4 < 42) i.e. max, lf(Ql, where max, denotes the vth largest 
If( w  any) and 1 im”sup If( otherwise. 
(2) lim+, SUP If(q)I < II *@?Jof)lle < dz) lim+ SUP If&)1 
hence 
(3) ~b+%f) E c - {f(%)l E 43m* 
THEOREM 1.3. &(ei$,f) E cP o (f(zJ) E 0, and 
for all m. 
z lf(Zi)lP G i 4’ G 4z) 2 lf(zi)lp (1.1) 
j=l 
THEOREM 1.4. X(eipf,,f) is bounded below on K if and only ;f 
/f(q)] > c > 0, j = 1, 2 ,..., in which case 
[yin I f(4ll-’ < II JVQ$W II < 4z)[mjn I f(zj)l]-‘* 
The analog of Theorem 1.2 for X’(ei$f )-’ may easily be obtained 
and will not be stated. 
It can be remarked that all the implications “ =s-” and the first 
inequalities in Theorems 1.1, 1.2 (2) and 1.3 remain valid if f. is 
replaced by an arbitrary inner function whose zeros {zi> form an 
arbitrary (Blaschke) sequence. 
It should be noted that necessary and sufficient conditions are known 
that .% be bounded [lo], completely continuous [5], and invertible 
on K [3], as well as determinations of the eigenvalues of S [l]. These 
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conditions, however, generally are in the form of extremal problems 
which shed little light on S(f) in special cases. 
We conclude this section with a remark concerning formal series 
of the form 
where J+(Z) = (1 - 1 zj ]a)‘/“/(1 - 5s). One advantage of assuming 
that {ai> forms an interpolating sequence is that one can say things 
about the Fourier coefficients of a function with an expansion (1.2). 
For example, the series (1.2) converges to a function f E L2 if and 
only if {ui} E e2 (cf. Lemma 3.2 below). On the basis of Theorem 1.3 
above, there will be proved a 
COROLLARY. Let {zj)f arm an interpolating sequence. The series (1.2) 
converges to an L2 function f (ei@) - C,“=, b,einq satisfying C n [ b, I2 < CO 
if and only ifC 1 aj I”/(1 - 1 xi 1”) < co. 
1.2. In dealing with the operator YJF), we do not obtain as sharp 
results as those stated above for Hankel matrices without much 
stronger assumptions. 
In this section, FE L2, and fO is the Blaschke product with zeros 
{zi>. We denote f+(x) = Cna,,unzn, f-(z) = ~naOa-n~m, where 
F(e*@) - Xc=-, a,einq. Using the techniques of section 1.2, we obtain 
the sufficient conditions 
THEOREM 2.1. Let {zi} be an interpolating sequence. Then 
(1) {f+(~i)>, {f-(d> E em == &Y(F) E WJ, and II%(F)ll < 
@@)bPj If +kj)I + SUPj If3~j)ll. 
(2) {f'W, {f-(+1 E&loo =P 5(F) E C(K) 
(3) (f'W1, {f-W~ EIP * Km E c,m 
We also have the necessary conditions 
THEOREM 2.2. For any Blaschke sequence {zi}, 
(1) Kim E B(K) * {f+(zJ + f-(Q) E 4" and II ~i.Qll Z 
SUP I f'(q) +f-+$I. 
(2) -%iP) E W) ==- {f+(zi) + f-k% E Gb"- 
If, in addition, {z.J forms an interpolating sequence, we have 
(3) G(F) E #MJ 2 2 - tf'b) +f-(41 ED. 
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In an attempt to narrow the gap between Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, 
we will describe two situations. In the first situation, in which (roughly) 
pjk = (1 - j xj 12)1'2(1 - 1 Zk (2)1/Z/(1 - qzk) 
is large, conditions on {f+(zj)} and {f-(zj)} related to those of Theo- 
rem 2.1 are found to be necessary for the conclusions of Theorem 2.1. 
In the second case, that in which pik is small, the conclusions of 
Theorem 2.2 are found to be su.cient to imply the various properties 
of SAF). 
The first situation is described in the following theorem and 
corollary. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let {zi} be a (Blaschke) sequence satisjying 
then 
I Pi j+1 I 2 c > 0, j= 1,2 >*a-, U-3) 
(1) FiV) E B(K) * lf+(q> + f-tzi+dl E d” and II -%tF)Il >, 
csupj If’(%) +f-(Zl+l)l. 
(2) 6(F) E C(K) =+ {f’(%) + f-t-Q-d E 41m. 
If, in addition, {zj} f orms an interpolating sequence, then 
(3) T&7 E cp(Q P 2 2 * {f +(+) +f-(~~+l)} E 8~. 
In any case, we have 
(4) tl), (2) and (3) remain valid if f +(zj) + f -(Zj+l) is replaced by 
f +kj+d + f-h>. 
COROLLARY. The conclusions (I), (2) and (3) of Theorem 2.3 remain 
valid with {f +(zi) + f -(zi+l)) replaced by (f +(zj) -f +(zj+l)} and 
{f-cd - f-G%+& 
EXAMPLE 1. An example of an interpolating sequence satisfying 
(1.3) is given by zi = 1 - ri, ( r j < 1. 
The following definition and theorem describe the second situation 
mentioned above. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let {zi} be an interpolating sequence, and {7J 
and fl sequence of nonnegative real numbers. 
1. We say {zJ is dominated by {TJ if there is a real c > 0 such that, 
for every j and every k # j, pik < CT, for n = j and n = k. 
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2. We say a sequence {Wj} is a Tj sequence provided 
By the essential resolvent set of an operator r, we mean the set of 
complex numbers X such that Y - M has a finite dimensional 
nullspace and a range which is closed and has finite codimension. 
The essential spectrum of .Y will refer to the set of complex numbers 
not in the essential resolvent set of Y. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let (Zj} be an interpolating sequence dominated by 
(TV}. Let F(ei@) E L2, and let {wj = f+(z+)}, {vj = f-(s)} be Tj sequences. 
(1) 9&(F) E B(K) 0 {Wj + Vj} E P. 
(2) The essential spectrum of YK(F) is equal to the set of cluster points 
of {eoj + q>; hfme 
(3) YAF) E C(K) o {Wj $- Vj} E &orn. 
The proof of Theorem 2.4 is long and will not be given here. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let Zj = 1 - rj!, 1 r 1 < 1. Then, as is easily verified, 
Pjk = O[’ m*x(j,k)]. Thus {z3} is dominated by {rj}. Furthermore, 
Us = O(rj) for this choice of Tj . It follows that {wj} is a Tj sequence 
whenever C ( wj 1 rj < 00 and jw/ = o( 1). 
1.3. There are a few known results similar to the ones proved here. 
Wintner [13, p. 2791 proved that if FE H2, then Y(P) has a point 
spectrum consisting of the points F(ar) : 1 01 1 < 1, with eigenvectors 
PXZ) = l/U - w- Iffo( x is a Blaschke product with distinct zeros, 1 
H2 0 foH2 is spanned by {pPa : fo(a) = 0). Thus the set {F(U) : fo(a) = 0} 
is equal to the set of eigenvalues of TAP). 
In his investigation of YK(e4”), D. Sarason, has discovered, and 
kindly pointed out to me, the fact that if the zeros of f. form an 
interpolating sequence, then YJF) is actually similar to a diagonal 
matrix with spectrum {F(a) : fo(a) = O}. (This follows from Lemma 3.2 
below.) 
Another related result is the fact, due to H. S. Shapiro [I 1, Theo- 
rem 71, that if f. is a Blaschke product with zeros forming an inter- 
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polating sequence, then the operator of multiplication by f0 , acting 
on the Bergman space B, , has a closed range. 
1.4. In obtaining complete analogs of the theorems of Section 1.1 
for the operators Y#), (at least for F real-valued) it would be useful 
to introduce the notion of a sequence {zJ satisfying the following 
condition for any sequence {We} with {Re wi} bounded below. 
(*) There is a function f(z) analytic in ( z j < 1, with Ref(z) 
bounded below and f (Zj) = wj , j = 1, 2 ,... . 
One could then apply, for example, the results of [3] on Hermitian 
rK(F). However, one has 
THEOREM 4.1. There are no sequences {zj> in j x / < 1 satisfying 
(*) fm every {wj) with Re wj > C, j = 1, 2 ,... . 
The results of Section 1.2 above show that, for very special (zi}, 
certain growth conditions on {wj> are sufficient to imply that (*) holds. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let {z~} be dominated by {TJ. Then (*) holds for 
every TV sequence {w*> having {Re Wj> bounded below. 
The proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 will be omitted. 
2. PROOFS OF THE HANKEL MATRIX THEOREMS 
2.1. We find it convenient first to prove all the implications “ 3” 
in the theorems of Section 1 .I, and the first “ <” in the inequalities 
of Theorems 1.1, 1.2 (2), 1.3, and 1.4. 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 actually follows from a simple application 
of Nehari’s Theorem [lo] as reformulated in [3, p. 2421. We prefer, 
however, to prove it by developing some theory which we shall need 
presently. 
For F(ei”) ELM, let F*(eiw) denote the function F(ediw). Consider 
9&f (e-+)), where f E H2 and M = (fO*H2)1. Let 4 : K -+ M be 
defined by (%x)(eie) = e-+fO*(ei”) x(e+). Thus 
FM(f(emie)) %x(ei@) = 9Jf(e+) e-i@jo*x(e-im)] 
= g2[f(eiw) eiPZfb(eim) x(eiw)] 
= ~(e”~ff&. 
(2-l) 
Where 9r is the orthogonal projection of L2 onto H2 and P2 : L2 -+ H2 
maps x(dq) E L2 to y(e+) where y(ei@) is the projection of x onto 
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KJ2 = the span of 1, e+, e-2im ,.,. . Furthermore, if % is defined to be 
0 on H2 @ K, then (2.1) holds for all x E Ha. 
By the theorem of Wintner [ 131 mentioned above, pt sp Y&f(e-+)) 
contains the valuesf(xi), f(z,),..., where {z$> are the zeros of f,*(z). 
On Theorem 1.1. It is now clear that 
sup IfWl < II &fCf(e-i~))ll = II ~W3d)ll, 
proving the implication “ 3” and the first inequality in Theorem 1.1. 
On Theorem 1.2. (2) We will show that, for any n, 
lim sup / f(zJl < h, . 
5-m 
Our first observation is that there is a finite Blaschke product fn(x) 
(with n zeros) such that 
For finite X(ei@‘J) ( i.e., iff,, = eih@) this is Theorem 2(a) of [2]. The 
extension to infinite Hankel matrices is easily accomplished with the 
results of Sections 3 and 4 of [I]. 
Let, now, {zi’} denote a subsequence of {zi} disjoint from the zeros of 
f, and such that f (xi') converges to L, where 1 L 1 = Emi,, sup 1 f (zj) 1. 
Now, by Theorem 1.1, and (2.2) we have 
Letting j + co in this last relation, 1 z~’ 1 --t 1, and so 1 fn(xi’)l --t 1 
and the desired inequality is proved. 
(3) “a” is immediate. 
On Theorem 1.3. A generalization of a theorem of Weyl [4, 
p. 10921 states: If G is a compact operator with eigenvalues 
p,, , p1 ,..., 11 6 11 > I CL,, I > 1 pl I > a*- repeated (at most) with their 
multiplicities, and if p,,‘, P~‘,... : CL,,’ > pl’ > **- is equal to the set of 
eigenvalues (included with multiplicities) of (GG*)lj2, then, for 
0 < p < 00, and for all n, 
From the representation (2.1) we see that, if 6 = Y,,(f(eeiq)), then 
BG* = &?(eiyfO) X(eimfJO)*, and hence the “5” assertion of 
Theorem 1.3 is clear from the considerations preceding the proof of 
Theorem 1 .l above. 
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On Theorem 1.4. Clearly YM(f(6+-))l can be bounded only if 
If(Q > c > 0, in which case (1 YM(f(e-ia))-l 11 > l/c. This proves 
half of Theorem 1.4 by (2.1). 
2.2. In this section we complete the proof of the theorems in 
Section 1.1. 
On Theorem 1.1. Since {,sj} is an interpolating sequence, there 
is a function g(e”a) E H” with ]Ig(e”“)il, < +2(Z) maxj If( and 
g(zj) -f(Q = 0, j = 1,2 ,...; i.e., g(s) =f(s) + f,Ji , fr E H2. In 
particular, %(eimfof) = 9?(eiefog), and it is clear from the definitions 
that II ~P%g)lI < II g lloc . 
On Theorem 1.2. (1) From the generalization of [2, Theorem 2(a)] 
we obtained above in connection with (2.2), it is easily seen that 
for any Blaschke product f, with n zeros. (1) follows from this by 
picking the zeros of fn to be the n numbers zi for which 1 f (q)l is 
largest, and applying Theorem 1.1. 
(2) Follows easily from (1). 
(3) Follows from (2). 
On Theorem 1.3. This follows from (1). 
On Theorem 1.4. In case ] f (zj)l > c > 0, there is a g(z) E H” 
such that g(zJ = f (+, II g Ila, < *z(Z)(min /f (zj)j)-‘. Now S(eiwgjO) 
is bounded, by Theorem 1.1, thus YM(g(eei”)) is bounded, by (2.1). 
Now F&f (e-+)) FM(g(ciw))x = x for x = l/(1 - xix), j = 1, 2,... 
(by, e.g., the theorem of Wintner [13] mentioned above) and thus 
FM(f (e-+)) YM(g(e-iq)) = Y. Thus YM(f (e-iQ)), and hence X(eiwfjO) 
is bounded below. 
Proof of Corollary. Let f (eiw) denote the H2 function having the 
expansion (1.2), and consider the Hankel matrix s(j) = &(eim’,,g) 
[g = e+fofE H2 since f E (f0H2)‘]. As is well known, a matrix (ajk) 
belongs to c2 if and only if & / aj, I2 < co. For the matrix %‘( p ), 
C I ajk I2 = C, n I b, 12- Thus, C, n / b, I2 < 00 if and only if 
x / g(zi)12 < co, by Theorem 1.3. Upon multiplying the conjugate of 
(1.2) by ciqfo and setting x = xi , we obtain the inequality 
a( aj l/(1 - I z IzY2 < I g(q)1 < I aj l/(1 - I xi 12Y2, 
(where 6(Z) comes from Theorem 0.1) and the corollary follows. 
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3. PROOFS OF TOEPLITZ MATRIX THEOREMS 
3.1. If f&x) is the Blaschke product with zeros {zi}, the functions 
pj(Z) = (1 - ( Z5 I”)““/( 1 - 52) 
form a normalized (although not orthonormal) basis for H2 @f,Hs. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. (1) S’ mce (zi} forms an interpolating 
sequence, there exist functions fi(z), f2(z) E H2 such that 1 fi(z)I < 
44 sup I f +(zj)l> and 1 f2(z)I < ~(2) sup 1 f-(zi)/, j = 1,2,..., and 
fi(z) - f+(z) = foxI 9 .f2(Z) - f-(z) = fox2 > xl , ~2 E H2. Thus 
IflW +f2fei91 Q 4Z)[suPl f+(%)l + SUPI f-(zi)ll- 
Clearly, if gK is the projection of L2 onto K, and x E K 
II -?d+ II = II ?d.f+ +f->%~ II 
= II %(fl +.f2MG II 
= II %(fl +j2z)x II 
G IKfi +J21x II 
This proves (1). 
G 4-wSUPl f’c4l + SUPI f-Mill x II* 
(2) By Theorem 1.2 (3), it follows that Gf+(zi)), Gf-(z3)} E 4sm implies 
X(eiy+*fo(e-iw)), H(eiyDf-(e+) fo(e+)) E C. From (2.1), we get that 
9&f +), 9jjf -) E C(K) and hence&-(F) =9-&r+)* +3Qf -) E C(K). 
(3) is proved in a like manner (using Theorem 1.3). 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. (1) This follows from the inequality 
If’cd +f-WI = I( ,Pdl G II %mll* (3.2) 
(2) We require a well-known fact, which we state as 
LEMMA 3.1. Let {z%} be a Blaschke sequence, then &(z) --+ 0, 
weakly as j ---t co. 
Proof. It suffices to prove (x, pi) + 0, j + co for any x(ei”) E H2. 
Now (x, pr) = (1 - I Z~ 12)112 x(z~). Thus it suffices to prove 
x(z) = o((1 - 1 z 12)-li2) as I z j--t 1, for x E H2. Now it is a well-known 
consequence of the Schwarz inequality that 1 x(z)1 < II xl12(l - / z l2)-1/2; 
thus if, for E > 0, we write x(z) = x1(z) + x2(z), where x1 E H” and 
x2 E H2 with 11 x2 II2 < E, then / x(z)1 < II x1 Ilm + e/(1 - I x 12)112, so 
that (1 - j z 12)li2 I x(z)/ < 11 x1 Ilm(l - I z 12)112 + E. This proves 
Lemma 3.1. 
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The proof of part (2) of the theorem now follows by (3.2), since 
YAF) E C(K) would imply 11 YAF) xi Ij -+ 0 as j + co for every 
sequence {x,) tending weakly to 0. 
(3) We require an important property of interpolating sequences. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let the zmos of the Blaschke product f,, form an inter- 
poZating sequence. Then the map 6 : x -+ (al , a2 ,...) with {a,} given by 
x= fanA 
?I=1 
(3.3) 
is a bounded invertible operator of K onto t2. 
Proof. Let 4 denote the unitary operator 4 : K -+ K* = (f,,*H”)l 
defined by @x(e$p) = e-iqj,,(e-iw) x(e&q). By (3.3) and the definition 
OfPrlY 
Notice that 
g(z,) = [q/(1 - I zj 12)1’21v11J [%/I z, Ill?” - %,)/(l - ei%)l. 
LetYI denote the mapg(z) -+ [g(z,)(l - 1 z1 j”)‘/“,g(za)( 1 - / z2 12)f/2,...]. 
By [12, Theorem 21, YI is a bounded, invertible operator of K* onto 
e2. ({z,> is an interpolating sequence surely implies {zj} is.) 
Finally, let ci = nyzj (.%J 1 z, I)(eiw - zy)/(l - eimz,) and let 
Ya : e2 -+ Z? map (x1 , x2 ,...) to (clxI , cex2 ,... ). & is bounded and 
invertible since 1 3 1 ci j > 6 > 0 by Theorem 0.1. 
Putting the pieces together, it is easily seen that G = Yflr@. This 
completes the proof since rI , Ya and 9 are bounded and invertible. 
To prove (3) of Theorem 2.2, let YI : p + fl denote the operator 
YI = G-l*YJF) G-l, and let {pi’} denote the orthonormal basis of 
P given by pi’ = (6, , a,, ,...). 
Now p > 2, 7 E cp implies .C 11 Y#j ]lP < co, for every ortho- 
normal basis {t&i> [9, p. 2531. Thus, if Y&(F) E cp , we certainly have 
YI E cp , and 
00 > C II K;pj’ lip a C N&P,‘, pj’)l= 
= c l(xkP) Pj , P,Y 
= c I f’cd +f-(~i)l=* 
This proves (3). 
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3.2. Proof of Theorem 2.3. Part (1) follows from the following 
analog of (3.2). 
I Pj+1 j IIf’ +f-h+dl = l(KrP)Pj+l ,$dl < II mml (3.4) 
(2) follows by applying to (3.4) and Lemma 3.1 the argument used 
to prove Theorem 2.2 (2). 
(3) follows by the same argument used to prove Theorem 2.2 (3), 
with (3.2) replaced by (3.4). 
(4) follows by taking adjoints. 
Proof of Corollary. (1) Since {f +(zJ + f -(zj)} E G” by Theorem 
2.2 and {f +(zi) + f -(zi+r)} E I” by Theorem 2.3, it follows that the 
difference, {f -(zi) -f -(zi+r)), of the sequences belongs to F’. 
(2) and (3) are similar. 
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